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ABSTRACT
Time-sensitive networks, as in the context of IEEE-TSN and IETF-Detnet, require bounds on worst-
case delays. Various network analysis tools compute such bounds, but these tools are based on
different methods and provide different valid delay bounds. Hence, it is essential to identify the best,
smallest bounds. As of today, users must implement multiple pieces of code with different syntaxes
for each tool, as each tool is implemented by different groups and uses different programming
languages and syntaxes. This results in a significant amount of mechanical actions from users and
being error-prone. In this paper, we present Saihu, a Python interface that integrates xTFA (supports
TFA), DiscoDNC (supports LUDB, PMOO, SFA), and Panco (supports PLP and ELP), the three
most frequently used worst-case network analysis tools. Saihu provides a general interface that
enables defining the networks in a single XML or JSON file and executing all tools simultaneously
without any adjustment for individual tools. Saihu also exports analysis results into formatted reports
automatically, and it offers automatic network generation for certain types of networks. Therefore,
with its straightforward syntax and ease of execution, Saihu reduces the burden on users and makes it
a valuable tool for anyone working with time-sensitive networks. Lastly, we modularize the package
to incorporate more tools in the future.

Keywords Worst-case Delay Analysis · Network Analysis Interface · Network Calculus · Time-Sensitive Networking

1 Introduction

The analysis of worst-case delay for a network is inher-
ently crucial for many network applications, the metric is
especially important to provide good Quality-of-Service
(QoS) guarantees. One example to demonstrate the impor-
tance of network performance guarantee is the IEEE 802.1
standards on Time-Sensitive Networking [1]. Consequently,
many models are proposed to capture the essence of a net-
worked system. Network Calculus [2] is one of the very
powerful frameworks providing deterministic performance
guarantees of a network.

Because of the effectiveness of network calculus, many
methods are developed to derive service guarantees for

1SAIHU stands for “Superimposed worst-case delay Analysis
Interface for Human-friendly Usage.”

many scenarios. Research teams around the globe have
developed a series of analysis tools, i.e. software pro-
grams, to automate various analysis methods. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge2, the existing research or
industrial network analysis tools related to network cal-
culus are DiscoDNC [3, 4], RTC Toolbox [5, 6], CyNC
[7], RTaW-PEGASE [8], WoPANets [9], DelayLyzer [10],
DEBORAH [11], NetCalBounds [12, 13], NCBounds [14],
Siemens Network Planner (SINETPLAN) [15], xTFA [16],
and Panco [17].

Each tool is implemented differently and possesses differ-
ent strengths and weaknesses, so oftentimes researchers
would like to compare the analysis results from individual
tools as they may derive very different delay bounds for a

2List from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_
calculus
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network. We choose DNC, xTFA, and Panco as the first
3 tools included in Saihu. We choose DNC because it’s
already been used by many academic groups and includes
several RTC functionalities, and it’s also well-maintained
and open-source. xTFA and Panco are chosen because
they provide state-of-the-art methods to analyze a network
with tighter bounds while being open-source at the same
time. Meanwhile, we do not include tools like CyNC and
DEBORAH as they are gradually out-of-date and lacking
maintenance. RTaW-PEGASE, DelayLyzer, WoPANet,
and SINETPLAN are private, so we don’t have access to
their tools. Finally, Panco should provide better or equal
results when compared to NetCalBounds and NCBounds.

When multiple tools are used to analyze a network, they
often come in different specifications and sometimes even
in a different programming language. This causes great
inconvenience for researchers as they need to constantly be
aware of all the details of each tool and potentially switch
programming environments to be able to use them. We
believe most of the efforts spent here are mechanical and
should not bother researchers. As a result, the purpose of
Saihu is to simplify the whole process. Users can execute
analyses and compare the results from each tool easily with
a single interface and simple commands.

The name “Saihu” comes from “Superimposed worst-case
delay Analysis Interface for Human-friendly Usage.” It’s
also inspired by the Taiwanese word師傅 (sai-hū), which
means a master, an expert, or a qualified worker. The idea
behind the name is when someone uses Saihu, it provides
them the sense of consulting an expert. One only needs
to describe their problem intuitively, “Saihu” takes care of
all the miscellanies for you and only provides the essential
information.

1.1 Motivation

Although there are abundant network analysis tools avail-
able for any potential network researchers, using these
tools can still require quite some effort for the researchers.

First, learning to use a new tool can be troublesome. The
level of complication varies by the complexity of the tool,
one’s familiarity with the programming language, and the
quality of the tool’s documentation. One may find them-
selves spending hours or days only to find the correct way
to call the right commands. Second, re-implementing the
same network with different tools is not only tedious but
also error-prone. No one surely likes to go through the
learning and implementation process over and over again
just to see if there’s any difference given from other tools.
Besides, one has to be careful when switching tools to
make sure the implementations correspond to the same
network and not accidentally obtain an incorrect result by
misusing one command.

Previously, to analyze a network, one must install each tool
individually; learn its specifications and syntax through
many examples and long documentation; and format the
analysis result to read. When switching to another tool,

they would need to repeat the whole procedure. Moreover,
because the input information of each tool, i.e. the way to
define a network, varies significantly across tools, a user
does not merely rewrite the same network in a different
programming language but oftentimes has to redefine it in
another network model.

Take the 3 tools Saihu includes for example: to analyze
with xTFA, one installs the Python package, defines their
network as an XML file with respective syntax, implements
their analysis in Python code, and calls the correct method
to extract the delay bounds. To analyze with DNC, defines
their network and implements analysis in Java using DNC
syntax, and extracts the result. To analyze with Panco, one
defines the network and Implements using Panco syntax,
and extracts the result. Then, if one would like to compare
the results, one may need to format the results obtained
from each tool by themself so that they are comparable.

Saihu aims at eliminating all the unnecessary complexities
for network analysis. One only has to install and learn
the interface once, define their network once, and imple-
ment their analysis with a very limited amount of code.
Saihu also handles the analysis results and formats them
to be easily readable. We believe the excellent mind of
network researchers should focus on the insight from the
data instead of the minor details while using these tools.

1.2 Contribution

Our main contribution is that we built a common interface
that can execute multiple analysis tools at once. Figure 1
demonstrate the pipeline of our work. In short, we encap-
sulate the originally separated inputs and outputs of each
tool with extra layers, allowing a single interface to exe-
cute multiple tools. A common output for tools also allows
Saihu to generate formatted reports automatically. More-
over, because we separate “defining a network" from any
specific programming language, we can simplify the defi-
nition and provide a more straightforward way to describe
a network.

Let’s follow Figure 1 from the bottom up. Let’s say we
have a network to be analyzed. First, we have 2 options.
Because Saihu provides several network generation func-
tions for certain types of networks, we can generate our
network with a single command. If our network cannot
be generated with any of the generation functions, we can
choose to define our network as either an XML or a JSON
file with respective syntax. Then Saihu takes care of the
internal conversion and executes the tools. Saihu uses the
XML file for xTFA if it’s available or converts one from
the JSON file. For DNC and Panco, Saihu reads the de-
scription from the JSON file and converts them into the
original syntax required by DNC and Panco. If a JSON
file is not available, it would be converted from the XML
file. The execution of xTFA and Panco is direct Python
commands, but since DNC is in Java, Saihu spawns a Java
subprocess to execute DNC. After the tools execute their
analyses internally, the analysis results are then automati-
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Figure 1: Pipeline of Saihu. Red represents the user options; blue is for our contribution; green is for the existing tools;
and yellow is for the potential extension of Saihu for more tools. Saihu automates all the programming details in the
middle and demands only a few commands listed on the right.

cally fed into a general result information container class.
Users can choose to either export a human-friendly report
or a machine-friendly report, or both. We list the com-
mands required to obtain analysis results on the right, one
can see that all the programming details in the middle are
handled automatically and a Saihu user only needs to give
the essential commands.

Furthermore, as we provide the general inputs and outputs,
it would be easy to include more tools for Saihu in the
future. By providing methods to allow the new tool to read
one of the network description formats and feeds the result
into the result container, any new tool developer can fit
their tool into the Saihu framework.

To sum up, Saihu accomplishes the following:

• Allow users to define a network regardless of the tools
of their choice.

• Allow easy generation of certain types of networks.

• Automate conversion between network description files.

• Translate network information and execute analyses for
each tool.

• Export the analysis results into formatted reports auto-
matically.

2 Background on Network Calculus

We recall some of the network calculus essentials for a
better understanding of the framework used in Saihu. In the
following context, we use the following notation: R+ is the
set of non-negative real numbers; [x]+ denotes max(0, x)

The data flow is by convention modeled as a left-
continuous wide-sense increasing function R(t) : R+ 7→
R+ with respect to time t [2].

A system S receives arrival data described as a cumulative
function R(t) and delivers departure data as another cumu-
lative function R∗(t). Figure 2a illustrates such a system
S . The benefit of representing a system like this is that we
can observe system backlog and delay with such a model.
Definition 2.1 (Backlog and Delay [2]). The backlog of a
system at time t is

b(t) = R(t)−R∗(t) (1)

The virtual delay of a FIFO system at time t is

dFIFO(t) = inf {τ ≥ 0 : R(t) ≤ R∗(t+ τ)} (2)

The backlog of a system can be viewed as the vertical
distance between R and R∗. The FIFO (First-in First-out)
delay is the horizontal distance between R and R∗. One
may obtain other delay values if the multiplexing technique
is not FIFO.

Since we are interested in the system guarantee instead of a
single instance of data flow, we would like to have general
bounds to the arrival and departure data flows. Therefore,
we define arrival curve and service curve as the bounds of
arrival and departure data flows.
Definition 2.2 (Arrival Curve [2]). Given a wide-sense
increasing function α : R+ 7→ R+, we say that a flowR(t)
is α-constrained if and only if for all s ≤ t:

R(t)−R(s) ≤ α(t− s) (3)

We say R(t) has α as an arrival curve.
Definition 2.3 (Service Curve [2]). Given a wide-sense
increasing function β : R+ 7→ R+ and β(0) = 0. A sys-
tem S having R(t) and R∗(t) as its arrival and departure
flows. We say S offers a service curve β if and only if

R∗(t) ≥ (R⊗ β)(t) =: inf
s≤t
{R(s) + β(t− s)} (4)

where ⊗ denotes the min-plus convolution

3



(a) Arrival and departure data and their
relation with delay d(t) and backlog
b(t). For a FIFO system, the delay is the
horizontal distance between R(t) and
R∗(t) but some other multiplexing tech-
niques may shift the data to a later pri-
ority, causing a longer delay.

(b) Characteristics of an arrival curve and a
service curve. From any point of observation,
the arriving data never exceeds its arrival curve;
the departure data is also never less than the
service curve with respect to the data arrival.

(c) Delay and backlog bounds of a system.
Backlog is the maximum vertical distance
between α(t) and β(t); FIFO delay is their
maximum horizontal distance; but for arbi-
trary multiplexing, the delay guarantee is
when the system clears its buffer, thus it’s
the intersection of α(t) and β(t).

Figure 2: Network calculus framework. We let R(t) and R∗(t) be the arrival and departure data flow of a system; α(t)
be the piecewise linear concave arrival curve and β(t) be the piecewise linear convex service curve of a system.

Figure 2b illustrates the arrival and service curves. Any
segment of arrival flowR(t) is constrained by arrival curve
α and the output curve R∗(t) is always no less than the
curve R ⊗ β. As a result, an arrival curve upper bounds
the incoming traffic, and a service curve lower bounds the
outgoing traffic.

We consider 2 special types of curves throughout this paper,
token-bucket (or sometimes called leaky-bucket) curve and
rate-Latency curve.
Definition 2.4 (Token-bucket and Rate-latency [2]). A
token-bucket curve γr,b with arrival rate r and burst b
is defined as

γr,b(t) = b+ rt (5)

A rate-latency curve βR,T with service rate R and latency
T is defined as

βR,T (t) = R [t− T ]+ (6)

A token-bucket curve is determined by a burst b and an
arrival rate r. Burst represents the maximum possible data
volume that can arrive simultaneously, and arrival rate
represents the maximum long-term data rate [17]. A rate-
latency curve is determined by a latency T and a service
rate R. Latency represents the time a server needs before
starting to process the incoming data, and service rate
represents the minimum rate to process data after the initial
latency.

With the help of arrival and service curves, we can derive
delay and backlog bounds for a system S illustrated in
Figure 2c. Suppose a system S has arrival curve α and
service curve β, its worst-case backlog b∗ is the maximum
vertical distance between α and β. Similarly, depending on
the multiplexing technique applied to the system, its worst-
case delay bound d∗ is the maximum horizontal distance
between α and β if S is a FIFO system. If we don’t have
any information about its multiplexing technique, referred
to as arbitrary multiplexing, the best we can say is that
when α and β intersect each other, where all data has been

delivered out of the system. Consequently, the worst-case
delay bound for arbitrary multiplexing is the time required
for S to clear its buffer.

While a service curve captures the slowest possible output
speed of a system, a link’s transmission capacity limits the
speed as well. Hence, we model this phenomenon using a
greedy shaper with a sub-additive function σ : R+ 7→ R+

concatenated with a server. We consider a concatenation
as shown in Figure 3. By convention we assume σ(0) = 0
and β(t) ≤ σ(t),∀t ∈ R+, meaning that the buffer is
cleared at the beginning and the service never exceed its
physical limitation. With the above definition, such greedy
shaper conserves the service provided by the system due
to theorem 2.1.

Figure 3: Shaping of departure data. A flow that has an
arrival curve α feeds into a server with an arrival data flow
R(t). The server having service curve β takes R(t) and
gives a departure data flow R∗(t) to a shaper with shaping
function σ. The shaper takesR∗(t) and shape the data flow
as another departure D(t).

Theorem 2.1 (Shaping conserves service [2]). Following
the system shown in Figure 3, we have

D = R∗⊗σ ≥ (R⊗ β)⊗σ = R⊗(β ⊗ σ) = R⊗β (7)

In the following context, we model the shaping function σ
as a token-bucket curve γC,L with transmission capacity
C and the packet size L to capture the link capacity and
packetization [17].

4



Figure 4: Device model. Without loss of generality, we use the indexing 0 and 1 but this model can have arbitrarily
many input/output ports as well as the corresponding parameters.

3 System Model

Consider a device model defined in Figure 4 as any device
in the network, and the devices are connected to each
other by several transmission links with their transmission
capacity.

A data flow with its source constrained by an arrival curve
α goes into an input port of the device. The input port
contains a packetizer, which stores the incoming bits in its
buffer and releases them only when the whole packet is
received. The effect of the packetizer and the capacity of
the transmission link is characterized by a shaping function
σ [2, page 49] that captures the transmission capacity of
the link and the incoming packet length.

The switch fabric routes the data flow to different output
ports according to the routing table. The scheduler with
service curve β inside the output port provides a service
with a multiplexing rule. It then feeds the data to the next
transmission link and the departure curve becomes the
arrival curve for the next device.

A network is composed of many devices mentioned above,
interconnected by many transmission links. We refer to
these devices as servers in the network. A network also
has flows. Each flow has an arrival curve from its source
and imposes the data across many servers with a fixed
path. We assume all arrival curves are piece-wise linear
concave functions and all service curves are piece-wise
linear convex functions for all devices. In addition, we
assume the aggregated data arrival rate never exceeds the
service rate anywhere in the network.

Within the scope of this paper, we consider 2 representa-
tions where a network can be defined. Namely the Physical
Network and the Output Port Network.

3.1 Physical Network

A physical network represents the physical connections be-
tween multiple switches and stations, as well as flows that
travel through different input and output ports of switches.
The idea of a physical network model is to represent the
view of a real-world network without requiring too much
re-interpretation from the researcher.

An example is given as Figure 5a. Suppose we are inter-
ested in the delay bounds of server s0 and s1. Each flow i
is constrained by an arrival curve αi at the source, it is also
characterized by a path that indicates all the physical nodes
it travels. Each output port j provides a service curve βj ,
and is attached with a designated link with a shaping func-
tion σj . By giving all the necessary parameters to each
network component, we can analyze the delay and backlog
experienced at each port.

3.2 Output Port Network

An output port network is an abstraction form to define a
network. An example is given as Figure 5b. The idea is to
only consider the output ports that have at least one flow
that travels through. We assume the resource competition
happens mainly at the output ports even if we provide full
information as a physical network, so we consider only the
used output ports. By doing so, we greatly simplify the
complexity to describe a network.

Similar to the physical network, an output port network
requires an arrival curve αi for each flow i. The service
curve βj as well as the shaper attached to the link σj of
port j are both defined for each node. As we put all the
necessary information on output ports only, we can derive
the same delay and backlog bounds for each port.

3.3 Conversion of the 2 Formats

Although we can obtain the bounds for each output port
in both formats, this doesn’t mean that the two formats
are equivalent. A physical network can map to a unique
expression of an output port network, but not conversely
since most of the original information is lost. When Saihu
converts an output port network to a physical network, we
use the assumption that each output port is attached to a
unique switch. Although it’s not a one-to-one mapping,
but any possible mapping provides a valid delay bound for
our tools. As a result, we choose the simplest assumption
to keep the conversion easy.
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(a) Example physical network. 3 flows naming as f# have their respective source
and sink stations src# and sink#. 2 switches s# have their input/output ports
i#/o#. Each flow has its dedicated data path going from a source to a sink.

(b) Example output port network. Only con-
sider the output ports as servers.

Figure 5: Example physical and output port networks

4 Included Tools

Saihu currently includes 3 tools, namely xTFA, DNC, and
Panco. A summary of the supported method and tool pairs
is listed in Figure 6.

Method\Tool DNC xTFA Panco
TFA V V V
SFA V V
PLP V
ELP V

PMOO V
TMA V

Figure 6: Supported methods for each tool. A check “V”
on it means the tool supports the corresponding method.

xTFA [16]: xTFA is short for experimental modular TFA,
which is developed in Python and supports a more ad-
vanced TFA (Total Flow Analysis). It takes an XML file
as its input for network description, which we will discuss
in more detail in Section 5.1.1. xTFA supports analyzing
networks with cyclic dependency and multicast flows, i.e.
a flow having multiple paths or potential splits. In other
tools, a multicast flow will be treated as separated flows
with the same arrival bounds.

DNC [3]: DNC is developed in Java and supports TFA,
SFA (Separate Flow Analysis), PMOO (Pay Multiplex-
ing Only Once) [3], and TMA (Tandem Matching Analy-
sis) [4]. There’s no specific input description file for DNC,
one has to define the network as a Java script if they use
DNC directly. Saihu uses the information from an output
port network to create a network in DNC syntax internally.
Moreover, with DNC, one cannot manually set shaping
with FIFO multiplexing but only with arbitrary multiplex-
ing. Also, no analysis methods in DNC are capable of
solving networks with cyclic dependency.

Panco [17]: Panco is developed in Python and supports
TFA, SFA, PLP (Polynomial size Linear Program), and
ELP (Exponential size Linear Program). Since all its meth-
ods are implemented as linear programs, it requires lp-
solve [18]. Same as DNC, Panco doesn’t have a specific
input description file, Saihu internally creates the network
in Panco syntax from the information of an output port
network. All the methods of Panco except ELP support
networks with cyclic dependency.

5 Software Description

To execute analyses with Saihu, we roughly divide the tasks
into 3 parts: describe a network to be analyzed; execute
analyses with individual tools; and export reports back to
the user. We will go through these 3 parts one by one.

5.1 Network Description File

As mentioned in Section 3, Saihu allows the user to write
a network in either a physical network or an output port
network format. While xTFA takes a physical network as
an XML file and the others take an output port network
as a JSON file, one can choose the format they prefer to
define a network as Saihu automatically converts a file
when needed.

5.1.1 Option 1: Defining Physical Network in XML

A physical network is written as an XML file according to
the xTFA specification. It should at least contains 4 kinds
of information: General network information, Servers,
Links, and Flows.

Let’s take the implementation of Figure 5a as an exam-
ple. First, every entry should be enclosed in one element
<elements> as shown in Listing 1.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<elements>

<!-- All entries -->
</elements>

Listing 1: Examples of XML file. All network entries must
inside an element <elements>.

A physical network must have exactly one network ele-
ment to define general information across the network as
its attributes, an example is shown in Listing 2. In this
example, name is the name of the network, technology
is a series of analysis parameters concatenated by the plus
sign, and a default value of minimum-packet-size.

<network name="demo" technology="FIFO+IS"
minimum-packet-size="4B"/>

Listing 2: Example of general network information. Con-
tains name, technology used, and default values for other
elements.
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The attribute technology takes the following values.
More may be found from [16].

• FIFO: FIFO multiplexing. It can be ARBITRARY for
arbitrary multiplexing or left blank for tool default.

• IS: Input shaping. Consider the shaping effect.
• PK: Packetizer.
• CEIL: Fix precision when calculating network with

cyclic dependency (used only in xTFA.)

One can also define some default values that pos-
sibly appear in other elements. For example, a
minimum-packet-size is usually defined as an attribute
of a flow element, while this value defined in the network
element will be used as the default value if it’s not defined
in a flow element.

Second, the servers of the network can be defined as either
a station or a switch, as shown in Listing 3. Although
they are very different physically, in our tools they both
mean data processing units or possible sources/sinks of a
data flow.

<station name="src0"/>
<station name="src1"/>
<station name="src2"/>
<switch name="s0" service-latency="10us"

service-rate="4Mbps"/>
<switch name="s1" service-latency="10us"

service-rate="4Mbps"/>
<station name="sink0"/>
<station name="sink1"/>

Listing 3: Stations and switches. Name and possibly the
default values to all its ports.

Both a station and a switch represent a physical node.
The name of each node will be used to define flow paths
and links. The service-latency and service-rate
define a rate-latency service curve. The service parameters
defined at this level serve as default values for all the links
attached as outputs of this node.

Third, one must connect physical nodes with links, as
shown in Listing 4. Saihu considers output ports as pro-
cessing units, so the physical link from a physical node to
another node has to be defined, along with the input/output
ports used by the link. For example, the link lk:s0-s1
connects from the output port o0 of switch s0 to the input
port i0 of switch s1.

<link name="lk:src0-s0" from="src0" to="s0"
fromPort="o0" toPort="i0"/>

<link name="lk:src1-s0" from="src1" to="s0"
fromPort="o0" toPort="i1"/>

<link name="lk:src2-s0" from="src2" to="s1"
fromPort="o0" toPort="i1"/>

<link name="lk:s0-s1" from="s0" to="s1"
fromPort="o0" toPort="i0"
transmission-capacity="10Mbps"/>

<link name="lk:s1-sink0" from="s1" to="sink0"
fromPort="o0" toPort="i0"

transmission-capacity="10Mbps"/>
<link name="lk:s1-sink1" from="s1" to="sink1"

fromPort="o1" toPort="i0"
transmission-capacity="10Mbps"/>

Listing 4: Links connecting ports.

If the service of an output port needs to be considered
in an analysis, one must define the service curve at the
link that is directly attached to the output port. The
transmission-capacity of the link can also be speci-
fied to consider line shaping. If no values are defined, the
system tries to apply the default values defined at the upper
levels, i.e. switch/station and network. Furthermore,
if no values are found across all levels, the link is consid-
ered a dummy one and the output port attached to it will
not be considered.

Finally, one must define flows for the network as shown
in Listing 5. Each flow is defined by a flow element. The
paths of a flow are defined by target elements, where
each node it traverses is listed as path elements with its
node attribute indicating the name of the physical node.
In this format, multicast of a flow is possible by defining
multiple target elements within the same flow.

<flow name="f0" arrival-curve="leaky-bucket"
lb-burst="10B" lb-rate="10kbps"
maximum-packet-size="50B" source="src0">
<target>

<path node="s0"/>
<path node="s1"/>
<path node="sink0"/>

</target>
</flow>
<flow name="f1" arrival-curve="leaky-bucket"

lb-burst="10B" lb-rate="10kbps"
maximum-packet-size="50B" source="src1">
<target>

<path node="s0"/>
<path node="s1"/>
<path node="sink1"/>

</target>
</flow>
<flow name="f2" arrival-curve="leaky-bucket"

lb-burst="10B" lb-rate="10kbps"
maximum-packet-size="50B" source="src2">
<target>

<path node="s1"/>
<path node="sink0"/>

</target>
</flow>

Listing 5: Flows. Must have a name and its arrival curve
parameters along with its paths.

A flow element must have name and the arrival curve spec-
ified as its attributes. The keywords arrival-curve,
lb-burst and lb-rate define a leaky-bucket curve
at the source of the flow. Other parameters like the
maximum-packet-size and minimum-packet-size
can be also defined to consider packetization. Further-
more, as the definition represents a physical network, each
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flow must have a data source that is an actual physical
node. All the output ports involved in its path, including
the output port of the source, will be analyzed by Saihu.

5.1.2 Option 2: Defining Output Port Network in
JSON

While the XML file syntax is provided by xTFA, we design
this JSON format ourselves in order to write an output port
network in a concise way. The file should at least contains
3 kinds of information: General network information,
Servers, and Flows. Let’s take the implementation of
Figure 5b as an example. First, all entries must be enclosed
as a single JSON object (one {} to enclose all attributes.)

A network object is required to define general network
information but only the name attribute is necessary. An
example is shown in Listing 6.

"network": {
"name": "demo",
"packetizer": false,
"multiplexing": "FIFO",
"analysis_option": ["IS"],
"time_unit": "us",
"data_unit": "B",
"rate_unit": "Mbps",
"min_packet_length": "4B"

}

Listing 6: Network information. Contains some general
information and default values or units used throughout
the file.

The 3 keywords packetizer, multiplexing, and
analysis_option are unique to the network object.
packetizer is equivalent to the keyword PK in XML
file; multiplexing can be either FIFO or ARBITRARY;
and analysis_option takes other keywords defined in
technology mentioned in Section 5.1.1.

Except for the network options, default values for servers
and flows can also be defined at the network level. In the
above example, we set the default time/data/rate units to
be microsecond/byte/megabits-per-second across the file
as well as the minimum packet length being 4 bytes.

Second, we need to define the servers for the network.
Some may argue the term server instead of output port as
we discussed in Section 3.2. The term server is a general
term for a processing unit, and one can treat it as a black
box that provides service.

The servers is presented as a JSON array, each object
in this array is a server. Each server must at least have a
name, and its service curve can be missing only when there
exists a default value in network attribute. The parameters
can be expressed in either a string or a number. A string
is written as a number followed by a unit. For example,
"10us" means 10 microseconds, and "50Mbps" means 50
megabits per second. If it’s directly written as a number,
the unit defined in the closest level is used. For example,

the time unit defined in server s1-o0 is microsecond, so
the latency 10 is read as 10 microseconds.

The object service_curve takes multiple rate-latency
curves and uses the maximum among all these curves as
its service curve. Rates and latencies are written as arrays,
each pair of rate and latency values with the same index
is a rate-latency curve. For example, in server s0-o0, the
service curve has 2 segments defined by 2 rate-latency
curves, one with a latency of 10 microseconds and a rate
of 4 megabits per second, and the other with a latency of
1000 microseconds and a rate of 50 megabits per second.

Notice that in an output port network definition, we don’t
manually define links. The topology of the network is con-
sidered to be the graph induced by flows, i.e. a connection
from server A to B exists only when there is at least one
flow travels through B from A. Therefore, the transmission
capacity of the link attached to an output port is directly
defined on a server with the keyword capacity.

"servers": [
{

"name": "s0-o0",
"service_curve": {

"latencies": ["10us", 1000],
"rates": [4, "50Mbps"]

},
"capacity": 100

},
{

"name": "s1-o0",
"service_curve": {

"latencies": [10, "1ms"],
"rates": [4, 50]

},
"capacity": 100,
"time_unit": "us"

},
{

"name": "s1-o1",
"service_curve": {

"latencies": [10],
"rates": ["4Mbps"]

},
"capacity": 100

}
]

Listing 7: Servers. A list that contains many servers, each
with name and service parameters.

Finally, the flows are defined in a similar manner as
servers as shown in Listing 8. Each object must have
at least a name and a path. A path is represented as an
array of server names, and the order in the list represents
the sequence that the flow visits.

The representation of values and units is the same as
servers, either being a string of a number with units, or a
number that uses the default unit. The arrival curve at the
source of a flow is defined by multiple token-bucket curves
and taken as the minimum among all these curves. Similar
to the service curve of a server, each pair of a burst and a
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rate value represent a token-bucket curve. For example, the
arrival curve of f0 has one token-bucket curve of burst 10
bytes and rate 10 kilobits per second, and the other curve
of burst 2 kilobytes and rate 0.5 megabits per second.

"flows": [
{

"name": "f0",
"path": ["s0-o0", "s1-o0"],
"arrival_curve": {

"bursts": [10, "2kB"],
"rates": ["10kbps", 0.5]

},
"max_packet_length": 50,
"rate_unit": "kbps"

},
{

"name": "f1",
"path": ["s0-o0", "s1-o1"],
"arrival_curve": {

"bursts": ["10B"],
"rates": ["10kbps"]

},
"max_packet_length": 50

},
{

"name": "f2",
"path": ["s1-o0"],
"arrival_curve": {

"bursts": [10],
"rates": ["10kbps"]

},
"max_packet_length": "50B",
"min_packet_length": "4B"

}
]

Listing 8: Flows. A list contains many flows. Each flow
contains name, path, and parameters of the arrival data.

5.2 Tool Usage

In this section, we briefly introduce how to use Saihu to
execute analyses. One would only need to import one
file, i.e. interface.py, to use Saihu given that the project
is installed correctly. The simplest way to use Saihu is
shown in Listing 9. Once a network description file is
available as either an XML or a JSON file, one can execute
the following example to do the analysis.

from interface import TSN_Analyzer
analyzer = TSN_Analyzer("demo.json")
analyzer.analyze_all()
analyzer.export("demo")

Listing 9: Simple example to use Saihu.

The basic procedure to use Saihu is as follows: 1. initial-
ize the analyzer with a target network description file; 2.
execute the analysis with some tools; 3. export the results
into reports.

The supported tools and methods are listed in Figure 6.
To switch between different tools, one uses different func-

tions with names like analyze_xxx, where analyze_all
means to use all the available tools. To switch methods, one
gives different input arguments to each analysis function.
An example is provided in Listing 10. One can execute
multiple analyses and all the results will be stored in the
internal buffer of the analyzer until the analyzer exports
them into reports.

analyzer.analyze_dnc()
analyzer.analyze_xtfa("TFA")
analyzer.analyze_panco(methods=["SFA", "PLP"])

Listing 10: Execute different tools and methods.

5.3 Analysis Reports

Saihu can generate 2 reports, a human-friendly report and
a machine-friendly report. A human-friendly report is
written as a Markdown file that lists all the essential infor-
mation. An example is shown in Figure 7. The analysis
results are listed in 3 sections: per-flow end-to-end delay,
per-server delay, and execution time. The delay bounds
are presented in tables where each row is a flow or a server,
and each column is a method executed by a tool. The last
column contains the minimum result obtained in the cur-
rent round of analysis. The execution time of each method
by each tool is also listed for comparison.

Other than the analysis results, the report also contains
some information about the user inputs, but in a more
formatted manner. They are network topology, flow paths,
and link utilization. Network topology is shown as a graph
induced by flows. i.e. It’s a directed graph where each
node is an output port, and an edge from node A to B exists
if there’s at least one flow traversing from A to B. Flow
paths are the same as the network description file, it can
serve as a reassurance of user’s input. Link utilization is
computed node-wise, it is defined as the ratio between the
aggregated arrival rate at a node and its service rate. e.g. If
2 flows have arrival rates of 2kbps and 3kbps respectively
filling into a node, which has a service rate of 10kbps. The
link utilization at the node is therefore (2 + 3)/10 = 0.5.

A machine-friendly report stores only the execution out-
puts, namely the per-flow end-to-end delay, per-server de-
lay, and execution time. It’s written in JSON format for
easy parsing from other programs. An example is pre-
sented in Listing 11.

{
"name": "demo",
"flow_e2e_delay": {

"f0": {
"Panco_TFA": 100.12500000000001,
"Panco_PLP": 80.05,
"DNC_TFA": 100.00375,
"xTFA_TFA": 99.32394489448944

},
...

"server_delay": {
"s0-o0": {

"Panco_TFA": 50.0,
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(a) Flow end-to-end delay (b) Server delay (c) Execution time

(d) Network topology (e) Flow paths (f) Link utilization

Figure 7: Human-friendly report. It is written as a Markdown file. The analysis results include the flow end-to-end
delay, server delay, and execution time. The values are listed in tables for each tool and method as shown in (a)(b)(c).
The units are adjusted accordingly. It also contains input information like the network topology, paths of flows, and link
utilization.

"DNC_TFA": 50.0,
"xTFA_TFA": 50.0

},
...

"execution_time": {
"Panco_TFA": 62.70909309387207,
"Panco_PLP": 243.81709098815918,
"DNC_TFA": 32.0,
"xTFA_TFA": 81.46500587463379

},
"units": {

"flow_delay": "us",
"server_delay": "us",
"execution_time": "ms"

}
}

Listing 11: Machine-friendly report. The flow end-to-end
delays, server delays, and execution time are listed in pure
numbers. The units these numbers use are also listed as
one entry.

In order to let users parse the information easily, Saihu
prints the results in numbers, accompanied by the units
used in each section. Note that the human-friendly report
always contains only 3 decimal digits according to the
smallest value in the table, while there’s no such rounding
for the machine-friendly report. As a result, one should
read the machine-friendly report if they require very pre-
cise results.

5.4 Network Generation

Saihu provides a series of functions to allow users to gen-
erate certain types of networks into a network description

Figure 8: Interleave tandem network

file. Currently, Saihu supports the generation of interleave
tandem, mesh, and ring network. They contain specific
topologies and routing rules for the flow paths. Users have
the freedom to choose the size of the network (number of
servers), the service parameters of servers, and the flow pa-
rameters of data arrival. The way these parameters are used
within each type of network is specified in the respective
sections.

Other than the predetermined routing rules, Saihu also
provides a function to generate an arbitrary number of
flows with random routing. This is particularly suitable for
testing the possible traffic with a specific topology. More
details will be shown in Section 5.4.4.

5.4.1 Interleave Tandem Network

Suppose we wish to generate a network of n servers, in-
dexed from 0 to n − 1. An interleave tandem network
has all its servers chained in a line. One flow f0 goes
through all servers from s0 to sn−1. The flow fi is
si−1 → si for i ∈ [1, n − 1]. Illustrated by Figure 8.
All the flows have identical arrival curves and maximum
packet length at the source, defined by function arguments
burst, arrival_rate, and max_packet_length. Like-
wise, All the servers have identical service curves and trans-
mission capacity, defined by latency, service_rate,
and capacity.
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Figure 9: Ring network

Figure 10: Mesh network. Only parts of the flows from s0
are shown. There is a flow for every possible path from s0
or s1 to sn−1.

5.4.2 Ring Network

A ring network is illustrated in Figure 9. There are n flows
and n servers. The path of flow i is si → si+1 → · · · →
si+n−1 mod n for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. A ring network is com-
pletely symmetrical with all its flows and servers being
identical. All flows are defined by burst, arrival_rate,
and max_packet_length. Similarly, all servers are de-
fined by latency, service_rate, and capacity.

5.4.3 Mesh Network

A mesh network is illustrated in Figure 10. All flows start
from either s0 or s1. The flows go through all 2(n−1)/2

possible combinations of servers towards the right. e.g.
s0 → s2 → · · · and s1 → s2 → · · · are both in the
network. All servers have the same service curve and
capacity except sn−1 has the doubled service rate. All
flows have identical service curves and maximum packet
length.

5.4.4 Fixed-Topology Random Routing Network

It’s also possible to randomly generate a network defined
as a JSON file with a fixed topology of switches. Users
have the freedom to decide the number of flows, the topol-
ogy of switches, and the service/arrival parameters. Each
flow randomly routes from one switch to another without
repeating the visited switch. We will show more details
and use it as an example in Section 6.

Figure 11: Industrial network [19]

5.5 Extension

As we showed in Figure 1, Saihu uses XML/JSON files
as a common input and a general information container
class as a common output for all the tools. This means
to incorporate more tools into Saihu, one only needs to
allow the new tool to parse one of the network description
formats and feed the analysis results into the information
container class. By doing so, they can keep other parts of
Saihu untouched and only need to manage one tool at a
time.

Moreover, it’s also possible to include more network de-
scription formats. Because the two formats Saihu uses
currently can convert to each other, one only has to make
sure a new format can be converted to and from one of the
formats Saihu supports. We believe this approach can help
more people contribute to and expand Saihu in the future.

6 Example

Since we have demonstrated writing a network descrip-
tion file and a small example in Section 5.1, we present
an example where we generate a network based on the
topology shown in Figure 11 for example. This network
topology is provided by Airbus as a test configuration [19].
We demonstrate an example code for network generation,
analyzing, and result exporting is shown in Listing 12.

# To use Saihu interface / network generation
from interface import TSN_Analyzer
from src.netscript.net_gen \

import generate_fix_topology_network
# Switch connection: a switch written as ‘key’
# can route directly to its ‘values’
connections = {

"S1": ["S2", "S3", "S8"],
"S2": ["S1", "S4", "S8"],
"S3": ["S1", "S4", "S5", "S7", "S8"],
"S4": ["S2", "S3", "S6", "S7", "S8"],
"S5": ["S3", "S6", "S7"],
"S6": ["S4", "S5", "S7"],
"S7": ["S3", "S4", "S5", "S6"],
"S8": ["S1", "S2", "S3", "S4"]

}
# Generate a network with 50 flows, connection
# defined above, and parameters.
# Save as "industry50.json"
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(a) Flow end-to-end delay (b) Server delay (c) Execution time

(d) Network topology (e) Flow paths (f) Link utilization

Figure 12: Human-friendly report from the execution of Listing 12. We only list the top 5 entries of each section due to
limited space in this paper.

generate_fix_topology_network(
num_flows=50,
connections=connections,
burst=("10B", "1024B"),
arrival_rate=("200bps", "20kbps"),
max_packet_length="128B",
latency=("2us", "200ms"),
service_rate=("1Mbps", "50Mbps"),
capacity="256Mbps",
save_dir="industry50.json"

)
# Initialize the tool with the generated network
analyzer = TSN_Analyzer("industry50.json")
# Analyze with specific methods by each tool
analyzer.analyze_xtfa()
analyzer.analyze_panco(methods="PLP")
analyzer.analyze_dnc(methods=["TFA","SFA"])
# Export a json and a markdown report
analyzer.export(

result_json="ind50_result.json",
report_md="ind50_result.md")

Listing 12: Example code with network generation

First, we give the topology using a dictionary
connections. Each key-value pair indicates all the links
that can travel from one switch to another. For example, the
entry "S1": ["S2", "S3", "S8"] means it’s possible
to go to "S2", "S3", and "S8" from S1.

Second, the arguments of the generation function include
the number of flows one wishes to generate given the de-
fined topology. As for the service and data arrival parame-
ters, the function allows the user to define either a range
as a tuple or a number. If it’s defined as a range, the actual
value will be chosen within the range uniformly randomly.

Figure 13: Terminal message when executing Listing 12

For example, the arrival rate of a flow is decided between
200bps and 20kbps whenever a flow is generated. In
case it’s a number, the same number is assigned across all
servers or flows.

Third, we analyze with xTFA using its default setting
(TFA), with Panco using PLP, and with DNC using TFA
and SFA. One will see the following message upon execu-
tion as shown in Figure 13. One may notice that although
we ask DNC to execute, but Saihu skips it automatically
since the generated network contains cyclic dependency.

Figure 12 provides the analysis result from this example
execution. Since the parameters are randomly generated,
the numerical results differ from each other. Moreover, we
found the PLP finds a tighter delay bound for flows with
much more computation time.

7 Conclusion

We presented Saihu, a Python interface that is capable of
executing multiple network analysis tools that is easy to use
and extend. Saihu provides methods to define a network
and to retrieve the analysis results for multiple tools, which
is achieved by having unified input and output layers for
each tool and automating the required internal processing.
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With the example provided in this paper, we showed that
Saihu can indeed simplify many mechanical procedures
previously hindering network researchers’ works, and it
can handle a real-world configuration with the tools it
includes.
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